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0 - Let's go and read this book shall we?

Ahh you're here. I just reading my book. Tails and the Chocolate Factory. I'm the author of this book.
Oh you want to hear about it. I see. 
Well, this is a remix of Sonic the Hedgehog and Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 
Before I read it. Let's meet the characters 

Tails = Charlie Bucket 
Uncle Chuck = Grandpa Joe 
Sonic = Willy Wonka 
Manic = Mike Teavee 
Amy = Veruca Salt 
Cream = Violet Beauregarde. 
Big = Augustus Gloop 
Jet = Mr.Teavee 
Silver = Mr.Salt 
Vanilla = Ms.Beauregarde 
Blaze = Ms.Gloop
Sally = Grandma Josephine 
Knuckles = Grandpa George 
Tikai = Grandma Georgina
Marine = Ms. Bucket 
Vector = Shopkeeper 
Espio = Mr.Turkentine
Shadow = Slugworth 

I think that's it that I think of. 
This is about how Tails wins a lifetime of chocolate with Sonic. 
Let's see how this will goes. 
To the STORY

 



1 - Prologue.

It was a sunny day today. There was a school called Mobius Primary School with a teacher called Espio.

Espio: Okay, class. Be seated quietly. Now, today we're going to start with HISTORY!
Students: Aww.
Espio: I can't help it. You have to learn History and other subjects. 10 years ago a man called Sonic
opened the largest chocolate factory in the world. He hired workers, but unfortunately he fired all the
workers to go home.
Rouge: Why he fired all the workers?
Espio: Because their workers was spies to steal Sonic's secret ingredients.
*loud noise coming outside*
Espio: Oh what now?
*Espio opens the door and points to Charmy*
Espio: You, Charmy, what's going on?
Charmy: Sonic is opening his factory.
Espio: Class dismissed.
Charmy: It's for only 5 people.
Espio: Class un-dismissed.
Charmy: If you found the golden tickets you win the big prize.
Espio: Where they hidden it?
Charmy: Inside those Wonka bars you have to find it.
Espio: Class re-dismissed.
.
Students and Espio went outside to find the golden tickets. While at a very poor house. Chuck, Sally,
Knuckles and Tikai was in bed.

Sally: Tails' late.
Chuck: He works too hard for the little boy. He should get time for play.
Marine: Not enough hours for a day.
Tikai: If only his father was alive.
Chuck: If I get strength I would help him.
Knuckles: I wish.
*Tails enters*
Tails: Hey everybody.
Marine: Welcome home, Tails.
Tails: What are we having for dinner?
Marine: Cabbage soup.
Tails: I'm fed up with cabbage soup. It's not enough!
Chuck: What are you saying.
Knuckles: We're poor.
*Tails got a loaf of bread*
Tails: I got this.
Marine: Where did you get that?



Tails: It's my first payday.
*gives loaf of bread to Marine*
Marine: We will have that at breakfast.
Tails: Hey Chuck.
Chuck: Hmm?
*Tails whisper*
Chuck: I will.



2 - Chuck's story.

Later that night. Marine, Sally, Knuckles and Knuckles was sleeping. Chuck and Tails are having a
conversation.

Tails: I heard this person, I think he was a tinker. He says "Nobody goes in, and nobody goes out."
Chuck: That's right Sonic locked the gates and nobody goes in or out.
Tails: Why he locked it?
Chuck: Because all the spies was dressed as workers to steal Sonic's secret recipe. Especially Shadow
... oh that Shadow, he was the worst! Sonic shouted to the workers "It shall be ruined, CLOSE THE
FACTORY!" And he did it then locked the gates and vanished completely. And then about 10 years later
the most amazing thing happened. The factory stay working but the gates still closed.
Tails: Someone must be helping Sonic.
Chuck: Hundreds or thousands.
Tails: But who?
Chuck: That's the most important question in the world. Well, there's one story about Mighty.
Tails: Who's him?
Chuck: He's the person who got a palace made of chocolate. Mighty sends a request for Sonic to ask to
build a chocolate palace.
Tails: And he accepted it.
Chuck: Indeed, after the building he says
9 years ago:
Sonic: You should be eating right now.
Mighty: I attend to live it in not to eat it.
Now:
Chuck: On the hot day with a boiling sun the chocolate starting to melt and Mighty become chocolate all
over himself. He would be listening to Sonic.
Tails: Well, thank you for the story, but I should go to bed to go to school.
Chuck: You're right. Go to bed. Good night.
*Tails and Chuck slept*
Tomorrow school has started.
Espio: Hey Tails I need some help. Can you let me a hand?
Tails: Yes, Sir.
*Tails comes to the front with Espio*
Espio: Okay, we got nitric acid, bicarbonate and a special mixture of my own. What do you think it
makes?
Tails: I don't know, sir.
Espio: Of course you don't know. If you would know and I don't know it's means you would be teaching
me, not teaching you. It's rude do i make myself clear?
Tails: Yes,Sir.
Espio: Ready, pour.
*Espio and Tails pour and it makes a BOOM!*
Tails: Did we do something wrong?
Espio: No, no absolutely not. Now the question did anyone know who got the first golden ticket?



Wave: Big the Cat got it.
Espio: Good job for him. Now try and find the next golden ticket.



3 - Two Golden Tickets Founders

At 4pm, Tails and the family watching TV in their home.
Tails: I heard someone got the first golden ticket.
Chuck: Let's see where is that person from?
On the news, an omochao was hosting the news
Omochao: Today, the first golden ticket was found by Big the Cat. Let's and go on live.
On live there was Big's house.
Omochao: Here we are, the first golden ticket founder. Big the Cat is here in this house. Let's go and
meet him.
*Omochao walks up to Big*
Omochao: Big, how do you feel about being the first golden ticket.
Big: Hungry.
Omochao: Any other feelings?
Big: Just hungry.
Omochao: How did you get the golden ticket?
Big: I opened the chocolate, ate a little bit of chocolate. That isn't chocolate. That was the golden ticket.
Omochao: Wow, 4 golden tickets left. Let's see who is next for the 2nd golden ticket. Bye!
*Tails turned off the TV*
Tails: Well, I could get a Sonic bar for my birthday.
Marine: Oh, I forgot about that. We get you a present after a week.
Tails: Okay. Well, good night guys.
Everybody except Tails: Good night, Tails!
*Tails went to bed and the others went*
Tomorrow, after school Tails was walking down and see 30 people crowding in the house.
Tails: What's going on here.
*Tails walks to the house and looks into the window which appears he sees a golden ticket*
Tails: 2nd golden ticket!
*Tails walks in the house and saw Amy who got the golden ticket*
*Omochao is hosting the news*
Omochao: Amy, how do I spelt that.
Amy: A.M.Y Amy Rose.
Omochao: Silver, how did your daughter found the golden ticket?
Silver: Since my little girl kept asking me for the golden ticket. My company starts wrapping hundreds of
chocolate bars. Thousands and hundreds of them.
I'm in the nuts business, you see. Every day my daughter kept asking to get the golden ticket and she
always upset about it. And finally I got her the golden ticket. Then she wanted a pony.
*Tails walked outside*
Tails: That was really weird.
*Sun's going down*
Tails: Oops, I have to go home.



4 - Happy Birthday, Tails

Suddenly, in the poor house.
Everybody except Tails: Happy Birthday, Tails.
Marine: Here you are. *Marine gives Tails a present*
Tails: Wow. *Tails opened a present and became a scarf*
Tails: It's terrific.
Marine: It's by Sally, Tikai and me.
Tikai: I did the end pieces.
Chuck: And here by Knuckles and me. *Chuck gives him one*
Tails: I bet I know what this is. *Tails started open the present and it got a Sonic bar*
Tails: It is a SONIC!
Chuck: Open it up, Tails we want to see that gold.
Tails: Do you really want to?
Chuck: C'mon hurry up.
Tails: Here goes. *Opening the chocolate bar*
Tails: I.. got it!
Chuck: Where?
Knuckles: Where is it?
Tails: Fooled you, I thought I really have it.
Chuck: Never mind, Tails. And that's it.
Tomorrow Tails went to school with his school teacher, Mr.Espio.
Espio: I just started that next Thursday will be cancelled during when Mr.Sonic came to see us. Let's just
say next Thursday is a public holiday for some reason.
But, today it's Friday, so it doesn't matter. Pencils ready. Oh, Tails.
Tails: Yeah.
Espio: Happy Birthday.
Tails: Thanks.
Espio: Now, we're going to learn about....



5 - Last (Fake) Golden Ticket

At night, Sally, Marine, Knuckles and Tikai was asleep, while Chuck and Tails is awake.
Tails: Why did you wake me up? Is something wrong?
*Chuck picks up a Sonic chocolate bar*
Tails: You brought 2 Sonic chocolate bars.
Chuck: I was to see that gold. There's only 1 golden ticket left. Which end shall I open?
*Tails points*
Tails: That end.
*Chuck started opening the chocolate bar*
Tails: Are you sure about this?
Chuck: I'm sure.Ready?
Tails: Yes, go.
*Chuck open the bar and there's no golden ticket*
Tails: Oh well, I bet chocolate would taste bad.
Tomorrow, at school.
Espio: Good job at that test. Let's do an example of Percentages. There are like 1000 Sonic bars for
example. You, Rouge how many Sonic bars you opened?
Rouge: About 100?
Espio: 100 = 10% of a 1000 sonic bars. You, Charmy how many Sonic bars you got?
Charmy: 150!
Espio: That's makes 15% of a 1000 sonic bars. What about you, Tails?
Tails: 2,
Espio: 200 of a 1000...
Tails: Not 200 just 2.
Espio: I can't figure out about 2 bars. It would like 0.2%. But, we're not talking about decimals with
percentages. Plus, the Sonic competition is already over. I wish one of my students could get it, but
sadly we don't.
At a newspaper shop, Tails was walking and one of a s
Scourge: That guy hasn't found the real golden ticket. That golden ticket he had was fake. There's only
one ticket left.
*Tails just thinking about it and he saw a coin lying around on the ground*
*He doesn't know who put it here, so he grab the coin and go to the candy shop to buy a sonic bar*
Vector: Hi!
Tails: I want a Sonic bar.
Vector: Do you want a normal one?
Tails: Uhh, no. Whipple scrumptious fudgemallow delight.
*Tails gives Vector money*
Vector: Here you go.
*Vector gives whipple scrumptious fudgemallow delight to Tails*
Tails: Thanks!
Vector: Bye now.
*Tails went out of the candy shop*
 



6 - Last Golden Ticket Founder

When Tails went out of the candy shop.
Scourge: There's no way there's going to be a last golden ticket. It will start tomorrow.
Fang: Yep, it would be unlikely if someone gets the golden ticket.
Tails holding the chocolate bar and starting unwrapping it. There was a grey paper and he started
unwrapping that and suddenly A GOLDEN TICKET APPEARED.
Scourge: HEY, ITS HIM. He's got the golden ticket!
Tails:Uh oh.
Fang: Get the GOLDEN TICKET.
A bunch of people started chasing him. Tails lost them and returned home running. When suddenly
some stranger come passed him.
Shadow: Hello, I'm Shadow. I give you a big favour to do. I need you to bring the Everlasting
Gobstoppers and bring it to me. And don't forget the name. Everlasting Gobstoppers.
Shadow walked behind him and Tails ran off to his home. When he gets there, he opened the door.
Tails: Guys, I found it the last golden ticket, it's mine.
Chuck: You told me there's no golden ticket.
Tails: That golden ticket was fake and now this one is real. Look at it see it to yourself!
Tails gave him to golden ticket and Chuck started reading.
Chuck: "Lucky you found the golden ticket. You must meet at the front of my factory on 6th of June, but
be quick. It's on 10:00 am. You can get one of your adult or grandparent to meet me to supervise you.
Make sure you be safe at all times." Tails, you got it. It was a real golden ticket.
Marine: I got a question whose going with Tails.
Tails: Chuck will.
Chuck: Really?
Tails: Yes.
Chuck started getting out of his bed.
Chuck: We need to get ready.
Marine: It's at tomorrow.
Chuck: Alright, Tails. Brush your  teeth, comb your hair. Clean your tails,
Knuckles: Don't forget the mud on your shoes.
Marine: We need to get ready.
Tails: There's 4 golden ticket founders going to be there.
Chuck: Wow, I'm so excited.
Tails: Also, there's like someone says to me. "I need to bring an Everlasting Gobstoppers to him."
Chuck: I have no idea what's he doing.



7 - Take the Tour!

The 5 golden tickets founders is at in front of the gate, with their parents or grandparents, to see what's
inside the chocolate factory. Nobody knows what's in the factory. It's probably a mystery imagination or
something. It's probably like 9:55 am. They are in a line of an order what they find the golden ticket.

Tails: This is probably great. I can't believe I just found it with my own two hands.
Chuck: Yeah, it's fun. Haha.
Manic: It would be boring without television. I would imagine, this would be a movie or a TV show.
Jet: Probably, right, but the filming would take ages to do it.
Vanilla: Good luck, Cream.
Cream: You too.
Amy: I want to go in, first.
Silver: Alright, I let you go first
Blaze: Don't eat too much food. You get a stomach ache.
Big: Alright.
5 minutes later, the clock went off and dings for 10 times. It was full silence when suddenly... the door
from the factory was opened. It was some mystery person that we don't know. As a door was full
opened, a blue hedgehog ran to the front gate. The crowd cheers. It WAS SONIC!
Crowd: HURRAY!!!
Sonic: Thank you, everyone. Welcome to my chocolate factory, the best chocolate factory we can find.
Will the people in front of me, come forward please.
Everybody was rushing in front.
Silver: C'MON AMY!
The line was Amy, Big, Cream, Manic and Tails.
Sonic: I'm so excited you came,I hope you excited as well.  I hope you enjoy it. I think you will. Now
please show me the golden tickets.
Amy: I'm Amy Rose.
*Amy gave her ticket*
Sonic: My dear Amy, what a pleasure. And how pretty is your pink skirt.
Amy: I got three of them at home.
Sonic: And Silver, overjoyed to see you. Please step over there.
Big: Big the cat.
Sonic: Big, welcome. You have fine shape. And Blaze step over there.
Cream: Cream The Rabbit.
*Cream chewing gum*
Sonic: Darling, welcome to Sonic's.
Cream: What kind of gum you got.
Sonic: Charming. And Vanilla what a pleasure to meet you.
Vanilla: Thank you.
Sonic: Step over there.
Manic: I'm Manic.
Sonic: Wonderful to meet you, Manic.
Jet: Hey, I'm Jet.



Sonic: Hey, Jet. Please step over there.
Tails: I'm Tails.
Sonic: Well, well, Tails. I read it about you in the papers. Who's this gentleman?
Tails: My grandfather, Chuck.
Sonic: Delighted to meet you. Now close the gates and let's go inside.
All of the people gave Sonic the golden tickets. The people walking with Sonic is going inside the factory



8 - A long Hallway!

They went inside the factory to a long hallway. The long hallway is like a no ending hallway.

Sonic: Okay, if you don't want to bring something. Just put it right there in my hangers.
People went to the hangers and put their stuff in the hangers. The hangers grabbed the stuff and
everybody shrieked.
Sonic: Not to worry, it's okay. You are safe in this factory with no danger.
Jet: Do you think this is danger. It is creepy!
Sonic: It's not creepy. It's just a chocolate factory. Big deal. Okay, now. Let's take our tour to the
chocolate factory.
Sonic and the others walked to a long hallway.
Tails: This is kind of strange.
Chuck: Could be? But, it gonna be get more fun.
Cream: I don't see any chocolate.
Sonic: Oh, you will. Eventually.
Amy: Oh c'mon, where's the chocolate?
Sonic: Patience, patience. Everything has to be in order. Ah, over here. (opening lock) Ninety nine, forty
five, one hundred percent pure. *opens* Just through the other door, please.
They rush in; chaos ensues.
Silver: Uh,Sonic. There's much be a mistake. 
Manic: There's no other door.
Amy: There's no way OUT!!
Sonic: I know, there's a door somewhere.
Blaze: Help! I getting squashed. Save me!
Silver: Is this a trick or something, Sonic.
Amy: Let me out or I'll scream!
Sonic: Okay, questions are at the end of the tour. We must press on. Here we are.
Sonic facing the door that is the way they get in.
Silver: Are you joking? That's the way we came through.
Sonic: It is? Are you sure?
Vanilla: We just come through there.
Sonic:  Huh. How did you like that?
He leans against the door; it opens. The crowd is like Oh's and Aw's.
Silver: Oh, don't be silly. This is like a funhouse.
Sonic: Are we having fun?
Vanilla: C'mon Cream, we're getting out of here.
Sonic: You're can't go back. You have to go forward to go back. Better press on.
He and the others walked up to the door as the room is getting shorter.
Tails: The room is getting shorter.
Jet: No, he's getting bigger.
Silver: He's at it again.
Manic: Okay, where's the chocolate?
Vanilla: I doubt if there's any.



Silver: I doubt if any of us will get out of here alive.
Sonic: You shouldn't doubt if nobody sure about.
Blaze: You're not squeezing me to that tiny door.
Sonic: Okay, let's do it.
Sonic opened a piano.
Sonic: This is a music lock.
Sonic played Green Hill Zone Theme music.
Jet: Green Hill Zone!
Sonic: Indeed. Boys and girls we are going to.....



9 - The Magical Chocolate Room.

Sonic: To the Chocolate Room.
Sonic and the others walked in the Chocolate Room, saw objects that is candies and a brown river.
Sonic: You can eat in this room. This is edible and I'm edible. That's called Cannibalism. Enjoy. Yeah, go
eat.
All the others walk off and tried eat some tasty candies. Tails and Chuck trying some lollipops, Amy was
eating mushroom cream. Cream eating jelly babies that is huge! And the others kept staring at the river.
Blaze: This is dirty.
Silver: You ruin your water, Mr.Sonic. It's polluted.
Sonic: It's chocolate river.
Amy steps in and says
Amy: That's chocolate.
Then Tails and Chuck came in.
Tails: That's Chocolate.
Then Cream came in.
Cream: A chocolate river.
Chuck: That's the most fantastic thing I ever seen.
Sonic: And look at the waterfall, nobody can make a chocolate waterfall. No factories, but I can make it.
That pipe sucks up the chocolate and carry it away. Thousands of gallons a hour.
Sonic whispered to Silver
Sonic: It's make it just right.
Tails: Hey, look over there! It's little aliens or something.
Vanilla: Holy, I never seen this in my life.
Manic: What is it?
Sonic: It's Chao!
Jet: Chao?
Vanilla: Chao?
Blaze: Chao? This is ridiculous!
Sonic: From Chao Garden.
Blaze: Chao Garden? There's no such thing.
Sonic: Excuse me, dear lady...
Blaze: I'm a teacher of geography.
Sonic: Well, you're know all about it. It's a terrible garden. Nothing just a garden with deadly robots. And
the poor Chaos are small and helpless. I said  "Come to my factory and work with me with food and
chocolate." Away from the egg pawns and badniks."
Silver: Egg pawns? Badniks? What kind of rubbish of that?
Sonic: Sorry, all questions must be submitted in writing.
Big: This stuff is terrific.
Big started eating the chocolate river.
Blaze: Big, save some for later.
Chuck: Don't worry, he won't eat it all.
Sonic: Uh, don't touch my chocolate by your paws. Please don't do it; you're contaminating my entire
river. Please don't BIG!



Big falls in; Blaze and the others scream.
Sonic: My chocolate, my beautiful chocolate.
Big: Help!
Blaze: Don't just stand there, do something!
Sonic: Help. Police. Murder.
Big started to sinks below the water.
Jet: What's happening to her?
Blaze: He can't swim.
Amy: How long she can stay down, Daddy?
Sonic: How about the watch the pipe?
Big starting getting up the pipe.
Manic: There's him coming up the pipe.
Vanilla: Call the plumber.
Sonic: Don't worry, the Chaos got that sorted.
A chao pulls a switch to let Big shoot up the pipe.
Blaze: He will be in marshmallows in 5 minutes.
Sonic: This is a chocolate factory not a marshmallow factory. Don't worry I got that sorted.
He played a whistle, a chao appears.
Sonic: Take Blaze to the Fudge room and poke the stick to get Big out of there.
Blaze: You've boiled him up, I know it!
Sonic:  Don't worry, I promise, goodbye Blaze. Adios. Ciao. Gesundheit. Farewell.
Blaze was escorted by the Chao.
Sonic: Okay, onwards.
Tails: Is Big will be fine?
Chuck: Of course, Tails. Let's go.



10 - Down the Chocolate River.

Sonic: Off we go! We shall have to make the next part of the journey by boat! Here it comes!
A most fantastic blue boat suddenly appeared. It was a large open row boat with a tall front and a tall
back. (Most likely a Viking boat) With Chaos rowing the boat.
Chaos giggled
Amy: What's so funny?
Sonic: I think the chocolate making the Chaos lovely.
Vanilla: You don't say.
Sonic: Okay, grab a seat.
Everyone jumped in the back row and the chaos starting paddling.
Sonic: Hey Manic, don't lick the boat.
Manic: Alright I won't.
Sonic: Tails, you look starving. Look like a skeleton.
Sonic takes the chocolate by a spoon and give it to Tails to eat.
Tails: Thanks!
Sonic give it to Chuck to eat.
Chuck: Wow.
The boat is near a tunnel.
Cream: Hey, we heading through a tunnel.
Sonic: Full speed ahead.
It's about to get dark.
Cream: How do they see where they go?
Sonic: They can't there's no knowing where they going. Which direction they are going. There's no
knowing where they're rowing. Not a speck of light is showing. So the danger must be growing. For the
rowers keep on rowing. And they're certainly not showing. Any signs that they are slowing. Switch on the
lights.
A chao switched on the light.
There's writing on a random door. STORE-ROOM NUMBER 63, ALL THE CREAMS-  DAIRY,
WHIPPED, VIOLET, COFFEE,PINEAPPLE, VANILLA and Hair Cream.
Manic: Hair cream? You never use hair cream?
Sonic: Row on! No time for silly questions.
They streaked past a black door. Store ROOM NUMBER 71, WHIPS - ALL SHAPES AND SIZES
Amy: Whips? What do you use for whips?
Sonic: Whipped cream, of course. Whipped cream isn't whipped cream at all unless it's been whipped
with whips.
Another STOREROOM NUMBER 77 - ALL THE BEANS, CACAO BEANS, COFFEE BEANS, JELLY
BEANS, HAS BEANS
Cream: Has beans?
Sonic: You're one yourself! No time for arguing.
A bright red door came into sight ahead.
Sonic: Stop the boat! I want to show you something.



11 - The Inventing Room

A bright red door sight came ahead.
Sonic: Stop the Boat! I want to show you something.
The Chaos guided the boat alongside the red door. On the door it said, INVENTING ROOM PRIVATE
KEEP OUT. Sonic took the key from his pocket, leaned over the side of the boat, and put the key in the
keyhole. He opened the door and went in.
Sonic: Now, come in. Visitors.
The four children and the parents went in.
Sonic: Now, this is the most importantly room in my factory. Enjoy yourselves. But, now listen to me! I
want no messing, no touching, no meddling, and no tasting! Okay, let's go.
Tails: This place is like a witch's kitchen.
The four children and parents rush and look at a machine with a weird, funny, shaped machine.
Sonic: That machine will create something special. It's the most secret machine ever. It will change your
life today. You wanna see it.
Children: Yes.
Sonic pressed the starting button and the machine go phut-phut-phut-phut. A machine produce 4 sphere
candies.
Sonic: These are everlasting gobstoppers. You can suck it every year and it never getting small. Is that
sweet?
Cream: Just like gum.
Sonic: No, if you chew one of these gobstoppers. You break all your teeth off. You're really need teeth
for chewing.
Sonic and the others walked to another machine.
Sonic: Now this is hair toffee. This will gets you a moustache and a beard.
Manic: Who wants a beard?
Sonic: No one. No more asking stupid questions. One of the Chao used this yesterday. And that's why
the Chao gets a lot of hair today.
A Chao went to Sonic.
Sonic: You look great. How are you today?
Chao puts thumbs up for yes.
Sonic: Okay. Over here I got special to show you.
Silver: Wow, it's special. I hope my Amy won't have one of it.
Manic: It's fantastic.
Sonic: Yes, it's my revoluntory greatest machine. Ever made.
He pressed 3 different buttons on the side of the machine. A millisecond later , a mighty rumbling sound
came from inside it. He pressed another button.
Sonic: Watch this!
Click went the machine, and the whizzing. There was a moment of silence with a few queer rumblings
were herad. Then suddenly, the machine let out a monstrous mighty groan, and at the same moment a
tiny drawer popped out of the side of the machine. The children and the parents stared at the little grey
strip lying in the drawer.
Sonic: Finito.
Amy: That's all.



Sonic: Do you know what it is?
Cream: It's gum.
Sonic: It's a stick of gum! It's a stick of the omst amazing and fabulous and sensational gum in the world.
This gum, is a 3 course dinner by itself.
Jet: Nonsense.
Sonic: No, it's with Roast Beef. But I haven't got quite right yet. If you start chewing it, then that is exactly
what you get in the menu.
Amy: It's impossible.
Cream: Just as long as it's gum.
Sonic: There are still one or two things.
Cream: I don't care!
Cream grabbed the stick of gum out of little drawer and popped it into her mouth chewing.
Sonic: No. Don't do it.
Cream: Fabulous! It's tomato soup. It's hot and creamy and I can feel it running down my throat!
Sonic: Sorry, but it's not ready. It's not right.
Cream: Of course it's right!
Sonic: I dare you to spit it out!
Chuck: Young lady, I think you better...
Cream: It's changing, roast beef with baked potato, crispy skin with butter inside!
Vanilla: Keep chewing. What's the dessert?
Sonic: No,no,no,no! Don't! Spit it out!
Cream: Dessert? Here it comes. Blueberry pie and cream. I'm chewing the best blueberry pie in the
world!
Tails: What's happening to her nose?
Cream's nose went blue even her cheeks.
Vanilla: It's turning blue!
Sonic: See. I told you I hadn't got it quite right.
Vanilla: What's going on with her?
Sonic: Only it's gone wrong when we come to the dessert, always.
Vanilla: Save her.
Sonic: No, just wait.
Cream skin turned blue and started to swell up.
Vanilla: Cream! You're blowing up!
Cream: I feel funny!
Manic: Great heavens, all we have to do is prick her with a pin.
Tails: She'll pop.
Sonic: It always just always gone wrong with the dessert.
There was no saving  her now. Her body was transforming like an enormous round blue ball.
Cream: Help! Help!
Manic poke her belly.
Sonic: I tried 20 chaos and they all ended up as a blueberry. Just weird.
Vanilla: I can't have a blueberry daughter.
Sonic: Well, all we have to do is to go to the juicing room.
Vanilla: For what?
Sonic: Squeezing or she explode.
He whistles and a chao come in front of Sonic.
Sonic: Roll Cream to the juicing room at once.



Chaos rolled Cream to the boat. Vanilla followed her to the boat.
Sonic: Alright. Let's go! To the next tour.



12 - The Neverending Hallway

Sonic: Okay, let's move it on.
He and the others went to a neverending hallway with doors at the side.
Sonic: Without the boat. We're going to somewhere where I think we can go.
Tails: But Wonka, will Cream ever be all right again or a blueberry.
Sonic: The Chaos would de-juice her.
Tails: Will she get blue all over her?
Sonic: She will be purple, head to toe. That's what a disgusting gum what came out of it.
Manic: If you hate gum, why do you make it?
Sonic: I think you wouldn't mumble. Okay, now. We got Marshmallows pillows. Lickable wallpapers.
Lovely stuff, lickable stuff.
They went to lickable wallpaper.
Sonic: Look, lick an orange it tastes like it. Even strawberries, grapes, bananas. Go ahead try it.
Silver: Wow.
He asked them to lick the wallpaper.
Tails: Wow, grandpa. This banana is fantastic. It's taste so real.
Chuck: Me too. It's perfect.
Sonic: Try some more. The strawberries taste like strawberries. The snozzberries taste like
snozzberries.
Amy: Seriously. Snozzberries.
Sonic: Oh be quiet. It's snozzberries. All right. Come along.
They followed him to another room.
Sonic: Fizzy lifting drinks. You drink it. They fill you gas or bubbles. And they lift you right from the roof.
Tails: Any reason how to get down?
Sonic: You do a burp. A rude burp. One of my chao went out of my backyard and drank it. I told him to
burp, but then he never.
Tails: He's must be polite and up to the moon.
Sonic: Yes, the moon. Okay, follow me. Square sweets that look round.
Amy: No. Square sweets aren't round.
Sonic: I said they look round. Not they are round. Look.
He open the door and there was square sweets that look round.
Sonic: See. They look round.
He close the same door.
Amy: But..
Silver: Amy, I think Sonic is being confuse about those square candies.
Sonic: Let's move it on. To another room.
They outside of a door named "The Nut Room."
Silver: Hey. I worked in a peanut business.
Sonic: Yeah. I don't care.

 



13 - The Nut Room

Sonic: I don't care.
He open the nut room door and everybody enters. There was like 100 squirrels in the room in their stool.
With a big hole in the middle.
Amy: Squirrels!
Sonic: Yes, these squirrels are professional for getting the nuts out of walnuts.
Silver: Why not, Chaos?
Sonic: Because, Chaos can't get the nuts out of walnuts in one piece. They always break into two
pieces. It's extremely difficult. Oh! Look! Near to us!
A squirrel can't break their walnuts.
Sonic: I think that's a bad nut.
The squirrel threw into the big hole.
Amy: Daddy, I want a squirrel. Get me a squirrel!
Silver: Amy, you've got many marvellous pets.
Amy: All I have got home is two dogs and four cats and six bunny rabbits and two parakeets and three
canaries and a green parrot and a silly old hamster. I want a squirrel!
Silver: Alright, I get you one.
Amy: But I don't want any old squirrel! I want a trained squirrel.
Silver: Very well, Sonic, how much d'you want for one of these squirrels? Name the price.
Sonic: They're not for sale. She can't have one.
Amy: Who says I can't! I'm going to get one for myself!
She went down and went to pick a "trained" squirrel.
Sonic: Don't touch those squirrel's walnuts. You'll make them crazy.
All of the 100 squirrels starting staring at her strangely. Amy picked her squirrel.
Amy: All right. I'll have you.
She reached out of her hands to grab the squirrel but as she did so ... in that first split second when her
hands started going forward, there was sudden flash  of movement in the room, and every single squirrel
took a flying leap towards her and landed on her body. 99 squirrels pinned it down and 1 was on her
chest.
The squirrel started tapping on her head.

Tails: What's they doing?
Sonic: They're testing her if she is a bad nut.
The squirrel appears to see it's a bad nut.
Sonic: My goodness, she's a bad nut after all.
Amy kicked and screamed, but it was no use. The tiny strong paws held her tightly and she couldn't
escape.
Silver: Where are they taking her?
Sonic: She's going where the bad nuts go.
The squirrels took her into the big hole. Then the squirrels kindly went to their position.
Silver: But where?
Sonic: To the rubbish chute.
Silver: But.... where does the great big pipe go to in the end?



Sonic: Don't worry,to the furnace, of course.
Silver: She'll be sizzled like a sausage.
Sonic: Yes, only Tuesday, they can light it up.
Manic: Today is Tuesday.
Sonic: Quite right. There might be a chance to not light it up. Now, to get your daughter, simply get her
out of there, immediately.
Silver ran over to the hole in the floor and peered in.
Silver: Veruca! Are you down there? 
The squirrels rushed up behind him and down the chute. He screamed.
Sonic: I expect someone will catch them at the bottom.
Tails: Will Silver can get Amy before they get burnt to death.
Sonic: I don't know. It's his job not mine.
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